HOBART HS SERIES HEAVY-DUTY SLICERS

Exceeds expectations with every slice.

Proud supporter of you.
Other manufacturers saw the revised NSF standards as the stopping point. We saw it as the inspiration for a new way to support you.

The NSF 8 revisions are tough. Tough enough to make some manufacturers opt for easier certification routes. But on our new HS Series, you’ll find NSF 8 revisions met to deliver a slicer that performs as well as it protects.

In addition to sealed seams, compliant fasteners and removable parts for easy cleaning, you’ll find four patented features for better operation. They add up to:

- Superior slice quality and a clean cut
- Exclusive features like zero knife exposure and removable knife
- Ease of cleaning that supports NSF 8 and your overall sanitation goals. And like all Hobart equipment, the HS Series is backed by our industry-leading Hobart Service factory-trained technicians.

**Precision slicing.** The 13" CleanCut™ knife is a stainless steel knife with a stellite-alloy edge. While lesser knives will dull quickly or pit, ours stays sharp longer, giving you unparalleled precision. Using this alloy, we’re also able to create a thin-edge design, so you get improved yield and reduced cost of ownership. In fact, the CleanCut knife outlasts other knives on the market. Our Borazon® sharpening stones, with a lifetime warranty, ensure it. The sharpener is mounted on the HS Series slicer and is easy to operate while keeping the knife edge shielded.

A great knife isn’t the only thing that yields consistent cuts. The HS Series product tray is designed to enhance the quality of each slice while working together with the removable, rear-mounted, meat-grip assembly to ensure secure product placement. Machined grooves on the gauge plate and knife cover ensure smooth and even strokes, reduced drag, heightened precision and improved slice performance.

For added precision, the HS Series automatic models are equipped with three stroke lengths and four stroke speeds to handle a wide variety of products. The automatic models now also come with a seamless fence to secure the product during automatic operation.
Unique features. Our Hobart-exclusive zero knife exposure keeps operators from inadvertently touching the blade during the sharpening and cleaning process. An optional knife-removal feature on select models includes a patented knife-removal tool, which enhances cleaning and ensures that blade edges are completely protected. HS Series anodized models also come with six unique features including gauge plate and carriage-system interlocks.

Easy to clean. The HS Series is easy to clean from start to finish. Our patented removable ring-guard cover prevents debris buildup on cutting surfaces. Our exclusive tilting, removable carriage system and rear-mounted, removable meat-grip arm and slide-rod extension allow for thorough cleaning and sanitation. In addition to these features, the HS Series boasts:

- No-drip gauge plate, designed to direct juices away from the control panel and index knob
- Seamless base
- Fasteners that meet sanitation standards
- Warewash-safe knife enclosed within our exclusive knife-removal tool, so water reaches both sides of the knife during cleaning

Proven reliability. The HS Series comes with a ½-HP knife-drive motor, and the automatic versions incorporate a proven belt-drive system to maximize reliability. Hobart Service factory-trained technicians are available to help install, maintain and service the new HS Series slicer.

> A slice above. Meat or cheese? Doesn’t make a difference to the HS Series. Our heavy-duty slicer goes through either easily, without shredding.
## Hobart HS Series Heavy-Duty Slicers

### HS7 / HS7N  |  HS9 / HS9N  |  HS6 / HS6N  |  HS8 / HS8N
---|---|---|---

#### Knife
- **•** 13" CleanCut Knife
- **•** Removable Ring-Guard Cover
- **•** Zero Knife Exposure
- **•** Heavy-Gauge Stainless Steel Knife Cover
- **•** Top-Mounted Borazon Stone Sharpener

#### Operation
- **•** 1/2-H.P. Knife-Drive Motor
- **•** Automatic Drive System
- **•** Variable Four-Speed Automatic Carriage with Front-Mounted Controls
- **•** Three Stroke Lengths

#### Additional Features
- **•** Home-Start Position
- **•** Close-To-Stop
- **•** Gauge-Plate Interlock
- **•** Carriage-System Interlock
- **•** No-Volt Release
- **•** 30-Second Shutoff

#### Housing and Base
- **•** Sanitary Anodized Aluminum Base
- **•** Burnished Aluminum Base
- **•** machined Grooves on Gauge Plate and Knife Cover
- **•** Exclusive Tilting, Removable Carriage System
- **•** ElectROLEss Nickel-Plated Single Slide Rod with Reservoir Wick
- **•** Precision Driven Indexing Cam
- **•** Ergonomic-Style Handle
- **•** Rear-Mounted, Removable Meat-Grip Arm
- **•** Thumb Guard
- **•** Manual Lift Handle
- **•** Cleaning Leg

Removable-knife feature is also available on HS6N, HS7N, HS8N, HS9N models.